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UML diagrams have become increasingly important in the engi-
neering and reengineering processes for software systems. Of par-
ticular interest are UML class diagrams whose purpose is to dis-
play class hierarchies (generalizations), associations, aggregations,
and compositions in one picture. The combination of hierarchi-
cal and non-hierarchical relations poses a special challenge to a
graph layout tool. Existing layout tools treat hierarchical and non-
hierarchical relations either alike or as separate tasks in a two-phase
process as in, e.g., [Seemann 1997]. We suggest a new approach for
visualizing UML class diagrams leading to a balanced mixture of
the following aesthetic criteria: Crossing minimization, bend mini-
mization, uniform direction within each class hierarchy, no nesting
of one class hierarchy within another, orthogonal layout, merging
of multiple inheritance edges, and good edge labelling. We have
realized our approach within the graph drawing library GoVisual.
Experiments show the superiority to state-of-the-art and industrial
standard layouts.
CR Categories: I.3.6 [Computer Graphics]: Methodology and
Techniques—graphics data structures and data types; D.2.6 [Soft-
ware Engineering]: Programming Environments—graphical envi-
ronments; G.2.2 [Discrete Mathematics]: Graph Theory—graph al-
gorithms
Keywords: Software Visualization, Graph Drawing, Graph Lay-
out, UML Class Diagrams
1 Introduction
The Unified Modeling Language (UML) by [Booch et al. 1999]
provides a mainly graphical notation to represent the artifacts of
a software system. The notation has been rapidly adopted as the
accepted notation for object-oriented analysis and design. UML in-
corporates notations to describe systems at various levels of abstrac-
tion. UML diagrams can be used to model requirements, designs,
implementations and tests. Since these diagrams are means of com-
munication between customers, developers and others involved in
the software engineering and reengineering process, it is critical
that the diagrams present information clearly. Appropriate layout
of these diagrams can assist in achieving this goal (see [Purchase
et al. 2001]).
Of particular interest are UML class diagrams consisting of
classes represented by rectangular regions containing the class
name, attributes and operations of the class, and different kinds of
relationships between classes that are represented as lines. We dis-
tinguish two kinds of relationships: Generalizations representing
inheritance in class hierarchies and associations including aggre-
gations and compositions. In UML class diagrams, the general-
izations are typically drawn strictly hierarchically displaying the
inheritance structure of the classes; the associations are the non-
hierarchical elements of the diagram. A UML class diagram there-
fore can be modelled as a graph G = (V,A,E) consisting of two
kinds of connections: arcs representing the generalizations in the
set A, and edges representing the associations in the set E.
1.1 Aesthetics
Figure 1 shows a small example of a UML class diagram taken
from [Purchase et al. 2001] containing two hierarchies consisting
of two and four classes, respectively. The authors have used this
diagram to perform preference experiments assessing the effect of
individual aesthetics in the application domain of UML class dia-
grams, resulting in a priority listing of aesthetics in the application
domain of UML diagrams. According to [Purchase et al. 2001], the





• and joined inheritance arcs.
These aesthetic preferences are easily met in the layout of the same
class diagram shown in Figure 1(b) which has been automatically
created by our new approach. Moreover, our new approach supports
the visual perception of the human reader by
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(b) GoVisual UML Layout.
Figure 1: UML class diagram used in [Purchase et al. 2001] for preference experiments.
• drawing generalizations in the same class hierarchy always in
the same direction,
• avoiding nesting of class hierarchies,
• highlighting the various class hierarchies by different colors,
• and highlighting the generalizations by color.
In this paper, we suggest a unique technique which visualizes
lucidly arranged, orthogonal diagrams featuring hierarchical and
non-hierarchical elements in such a way that the directed edges of a
component all follow the same direction. Transferred to UML class
diagrams, a layout is created which represents each inheritance hi-
erarchy in an aligned fashion. The computed orthogonal layout is
compact and the number of edge crossings is small in practice.
Complex class diagrams often use aggregation/composition hi-
erarchies in addition to generalization hierarchies. These aggrega-
tions/compositions may describe a second hierarchical dimension
that users wish to emphasize in a layout. While we focus through-
out this paper on generalization hierarchies, the same approach can
be used to visualize hierarchies different from generalizations. This
can be done for any kind of association. It is even possible to vi-
sualize all hierarchical dimensions within one diagram. However,
such an approach does not reveal enough analytical information,
since in this case the graph is usually fully directed, including di-
rected cycles. Thus a layout based on such a directed graph does
not emphasize any hierarchical dimensions.
1.2 State-of-the-Art and Industrial Standard
The combination of hierarchical and non-hierarchical relations
poses a special challenge to a graph layout tool. Commercial soft-
ware typically uses purely hierarchical methods, see, e.g., [Ra-
tional Software Corporation 2002] and [TogetherSoft Corporation
2002] that cannot properly distinguish between hierarchical and
non-hierarchical relations.
Figures 2 and 3 show such typical industrial layouts. Both dia-
grams have been taken from different industrial model-driven de-
velopment tools and show an object-oriented software project.
The examples in Figures 2 and 3 show clearly the disadvantages
of a hierarchical layout style. While Figure 2 shows technical prob-
lems such as unnecessary bends and edges passing through class
boxes, Figure 3 provides some non-hierarchical elements improv-
ing the layout. However, in both examples it is not possible to
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Figure 2: Industrial layout in hierarchical style.
Figure 3: Industrial layout in hierarchical style.
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(b) orthogonal style
Figure 4: Industrial layout in different styles. Same diagram as in Figure 2.
clearly identify for every edge the connected endpoints or to iden-
tify the inheritance hierarchies. We leave it to the reader to find out
how many inheritance hierarchies are contained in both diagrams.
In Section 5, Figure 17 and Figure 18, the same diagrams are given
with GoVisual layout in which the number of inheritance hierar-
chies is clearly visible.
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) demonstrate that pure non-hierarchical vi-
sualization must fail for class diagrams. Both Figures show the
same graph as in Figure 2 and have been created by one of the lead-
ing software development tools. The layout given in Figure 4(a)
is a typical symmetric layout that is the result of a low budget so-
lution and leaves the human reader uninformed about the structure
of the software project. The orthogonal layout of the same diagram
demonstrates, apart from the obvious technical weaknesses, that the
missing hierarchical information still does not reveal clear informa-
tion on the project.
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Figure 5: Seemann style layout
The weakness of strictly hierarchical or strictly non-hierarchi-
cal layout algorithms for mixed-hierarchical graphs has been rec-
ognized early by [Seemann 1997], presenting a two phase method
combining Sugiyama layout [Sugiyama et al. 1981] for the inher-
itance hierarchies and a routing method for the undirected edges.
The approach has been enhanced by [Eichelberger 2002]. The
drawback of this method is immediate: routing edges within a given
drawing results in hard combinatorial problems that are attacked via
local optimization methods. With an increasing number of undi-
rected edges, this approach leads to diagrams which are difficult to
read. Figure 5 shows a layout of a diagram with one inheritance
hierarchy produced by this approach given in [Eichelberger 1999].
One combinatorial subproblem that occurs when drawing mixed-
hierarchical graphs, namely mixed upward planarization that we
shall discuss in Section 3.3, has also been considered in [Ei-
glsperger and Kaufmann 2001].
1.3 The GoVisual Approach
Several aspects are important when drawing class diagrams: The
generalizations induce hierarchical components (hierarchies) of the
graph, thus each hierarchy must be drawn such that all arcs run in
the same direction; there are no restrictions on how the edges in the
set E must be drawn. We call a drawing of G that satisfies these
requirements a mixed-upward drawing. Moreover, the number of
crossings between relationships should be small, generalizations
belonging to different inheritance hierarchies should never cross,
one hierarchy should not enclose another hierarchy, and the area
covered by the drawing should be small.
For a clear visualization of the specific combination of hierar-
chical and non-hierarchical components in UML class diagrams,





• Uniform direction within each class hierarchy: Arcs of a class
hierarchy should point in a consistent direction.
• No nesting of one class hierarchy within another: A class hi-
erarchy is not enclosed by a circle (in the undirected sense) of
arcs of a different hierarchy.
• Merging of multiple inheritance edges: lines representing
generalizations join prior to reaching the super class, rather
than being presented as separate arcs.
• Good edge labelling: Labels are placed at predefined posi-
tions (beginning, end or midpoint of an edge) minimizing the
overlap area.
Following these guidelines, the GoVisual approach consists of two
steps. In the first step, a mixed-upward planarized representation is
computed, i.e. a planar representation PG of G in which edge cross-
ings are replaced by dummy vertices of degree 4 (the two crossing
edges are split and the two vertices created by the split operations
are identified resulting in a vertex with four adjacent edges), and
that allows for a planar drawing that is also mixed-upward. In the
second step, a mixed-upward planar drawing of PG is constructed,
and the dummy vertices are replaced by edge crossings in order to
obtain a drawing of G.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 intro-
duces the required graph-theoretical background and Section 3 de-
scribes the GoVisual drawing algorithm. The available GoVisual
diagramming software is presented in Section 4 and finally, Sec-
tion 5 shows several layouts of UML class diagrams automatically
generated by the GoVisual software.
2 Preliminaries
In this section, we introduce basic terms and results from graph
theory and graph drawing. For a detailed discussion, please refer
to the textbooks [Harary 1972] on general graph theory and [Di
Battista et al. 1998] on graph drawing.
2.1 Planar Graphs and Embeddings
A graph G = (V,E) is generally visualized by a drawing in the plane
with the vertices drawn as points and the edges drawn as closed
Jordan curves, connecting their incident vertices. An intersection
of two edges in a drawing is called a crossing.
A graph G = (V,E) is called planar if it can be drawn in the
plane such that no two edges cross each other except at common
endpoints. Combinatorial or planar embeddings are equivalence
classes of planar drawings which can be defined by the ordering of
the incident edges around each vertex. Two drawings of the same
graph are called equivalent if the clockwise circular ordering of the
incident edges around each vertex is the same. We say that they
realize the same combinatorial embedding. A graph with a given
fixed planar embedding is also called a plane graph. A plane graph
divides the plane into regions called faces. A face of a plane graph
is uniquely described by its surrounding edges. The one unbounded
face of a plane graph is called the exterior face. All other faces are
called interior faces.
Planarity of a graph G = (V,E) can be tested in O(|V |) time by,
e.g., an approach of [Lempel et al. 1967] using the PQ-tree data
structure presented by [Booth and Lueker 1976]. The algorithm
can be extended to output a planar embedding [Chiba et al. 1985].
2.2 Upward Planar Digraphs
A directed graph or digraph G is a pair (V,A), where V is a finite set
of vertices and A is a finite set of arcs, where each arc a∈ A consists
of an ordered pair of vertices u,v ∈ V . Ignoring for every arc the
order of its vertices, we get an undirected graph that is called the
underlying graph of G. If a = (u,v) then a is an outgoing arc of u
and an incoming arc of v. A source is a vertex with no incoming arcs
and a sink is a vertex with no outgoing arcs. An acyclic digraph with
exactly one source is called a single source graph. Consequently, an
acyclic digraph with exactly one sink is called a single sink graph.
A directed acyclic graph with exactly one source s and exactly one
sink t and an arc (s, t) is called an st-digraph.
An upward drawing of a directed acyclic graph G is a drawing of
G such that each edge is drawn as a curve monotonically increasing
in vertical direction. An upward embedding Γ is a representation
of G that consists of the clockwise orderings of the incoming edges
for every vertex with respect to an upward drawing. Usually, any
drawing of a directed acyclic graph G is called upward if the edges
follow a common direction. A directed acyclic graph G = (V,A) is
called upward planar if it has an upward drawing that is planar with
respect to the underlying graph. An upward planar embedding is
an upward embedding with respect to an upward planar drawing.
Upward planarity of a directed acyclic graph G = (V,A) with a
single source can be tested in O(|V |) time by, e.g., an approach by
[Bertolazzi et al. 1998] using the SPQR-tree data structure. The
algorithm is also able to output an upward planar embedding.
2.3 Cluster Graphs and Cluster Planarity
Cluster graphs are graphs with recursive clustering structures over
the vertices. A cluster graph C = (G,T ) consists of an undirected
graph G and a rooted tree T such that the leaves of T are exactly
the vertices of G. Each node ν of T represents a cluster V (ν) of
the vertices of G that are leaves of the subtree rooted at ν . The tree
T describes an inclusion relation between clusters and is called the
inclusion tree of C. The graph G is called the underlying graph of
C. T (ν) represents the subtree of T rooted at the node ν , and G(ν)
denotes the subgraph of G induced by the vertices in the cluster
associated with node ν . We define C(ν) = (G(ν),T (ν)) to be the
subcluster graph associated with node ν . An edge (v,w) in which
v is a vertex in G(ν) and w is a vertex in G \G(ν) is said to be
incident to cluster ν .
In a drawing of a cluster graph C = (G,T ), the graph G is drawn
as points and curves as usual. For each node ν of T , the cluster
is drawn as a simple closed region R (i.e., a region without holes)
that contains the drawing of G(ν), such that the following three
conditions hold.
(i) The regions for all subclusters of ν are completely contained
in the interior of R.
(ii) The regions for all other clusters are completely contained in
the exterior of R.
(iii) If there is an edge e between two vertices of V (ν) then the
drawing of e is completely contained in R.
A cluster graph C = (G,T ) is a c-connected cluster graph if each
cluster induces a connected subgraph of G.
The drawing of an edge e and a region R has an edge-region
crossing if the drawing of e crosses the boundary more than once. A
drawing of a cluster graph is c-planar if there are no edge crossings
or edge-region crossings. A graph having a c-planar drawing is
called c-planar. Notice that the planarity of the underlying graph
does not imply the existence of a c-planar drawing of a cluster graph
as shown in the example of Figure 6.
According to [Feng et al. 1995], c-planarity can be tested for
c-connected cluster graphs in O|V |2) time using the PQ-tree data
structure. This result has recently been extended to a wider class of
graphs in [Gutwenger et al. 2002]. Both algorithms are also able to
output a c-planar embedding. So far, no polynomial time algorithm
is known to test c-planarity for non c-connected cluster graphs.
2.4 Planarization
Crossing minimization is among the most important aesthetic cri-
teria in graph layout. Unfortunately, no polynomial time algorithm
Figure 6: A planar cluster graph that is not c-planar.
is known for finding a drawing with the minimum number of cross-
ings. The best method known for crossing minimization in practice
is the planarization approach. It works in two steps:
In a first step, a planar subgraph is computed, and then, in a sec-
ond step, the remaining edges are subsequently re-inserted into a
combinatorial embedding of G. For a fixed combinatorial embed-
ding, an edge can be inserted with the minimum number of cross-
ings by computing a shortest path in the extended dual graph. Re-
cently, [Gutwenger et al. 2001] have presented an algorithm which
solves the one-edge insertion problem optimally over the set of all
embeddings of G in linear time. This leads to a topological repre-
sentation of the graph in which the crossings are already fixed. In
order to keep the topology for the remaining steps of the drawing
algorithm, the crossings are replaced by artificial vertices of degree
four. The result is a so-called planarized representation P of G
which consists of a planar graph and its planar embedding. In or-
der to draw P, any planar drawing algorithm can be used. Planar
orthogonal methods that minimize the number of bends in the fi-
nal drawing typically lead to nice and readable layouts. In practice,
this method usually leads to drawings with few crossings, few edge
bends, and small area.
Further restrictions of planarity, such as upward or c-planarity
lead to similar planarization methods. Under the restriction that
upward planarity and c-planarity can only be tested for a subset of
directed and clustered graphs, respectively, approaches for upward
planarization and cluster planarization can be developed by using
or modifying the corresponding testing algorithm.
3 The Algorithm
A mixed-hierarchical graph G is a graph G = (V,A,E) consisting
of an arc set A of generalizations and an edge set E of associations,
such that the digraph GA = (V,A) induced by the generalizations of
G is acyclic.
We generalize the notion of planarity, upward planarity and
planarization to mixed-hierarchical graphs as follows: Let G =
(V,A,E) be a mixed-hierarchical graph. A mixed-upward planar
drawing of G is a planar drawing of G in which the implied drawing
of each connected component of GA has the property that all arcs
are drawn following the same direction. The components of GA are
called the hierarchies of G. An arc (w,v) ∈ A is directed from w to
v. In UML notation, the vertex v is said to be the super class of w
and w is the child of v that inherits from v. Let v1,v2, . . . ,vk ∈ V ,
k ≥ 2 be super classes of a vertex w. Then w multiply inherits from
v1,v2, . . . ,vk and such a constellation is called multiple inheritance.
A hierarchy that does not contain multiple inheritance is called an
inheritance tree.
G is called mixed-upward planar if it admits a mixed-upward pla-
nar drawing. An embedding of G is a combinatorial embedding of
G with a fixed exterior face. Notice that, in contrast to simple pla-
narity, it is not possible to choose an arbitrary face as exterior face.
An embedding that is realized by a mixed-upward planar drawing
is called mixed-upward. A planarized representation of G (seen as
undirected graph) which is also mixed-upward planar is called a
mixed-upward planarized representation of G.
Our drawing model for generalizations is shown in Figure 7.
Consider a vertex v in an inheritance hierarchy with children
w1, . . . ,wk, k ≥ 2. All arcs leading to v are joined in a single point
from which a line with arrow head leads to v. Altogether, only two
bends are required. The UML specifications allow to use this model















Figure 7: The drawing model for generalizations.
Let v1,v2, . . . ,vk ∈V , k ≥ 2, be super classes of a vertex w. Then
different to the previous case the edges entering vertex w do not
join before entering w but are kept separate. Figure 8 illustrates this












Figure 8: The drawing model for multiple inheritance generaliza-
tions.
Two hierarchies H1 and H2 in an embedding Γ of a planarized
representation PG of G might be nested in the following sense. Let
H˜1 denote the subgraph of PG induced by all arcs and edges in PG
whose corresponding arc in G is incident only to vertices in H1, and
define H˜2 analogously for H2. We say that H2 is nested in H1 in Γ
if there is an undirected cycle c formed by arcs of H˜1 such that H˜2
is in the interior of c in Γ.
3.1 GoVisual Drawing Framework for UML Class Di-
agrams
In this section, we first give an overview on the strategy of the
layout algorithm for UML class diagrams. Consider a mixed-
hierarchical graph G = (V,A,E), that represents a UML class di-
agram. The GoVisual drawing framework follows a strategy as it is
described in Section 2.4: It first planarizes a graph G, computing a
mixed-upward planarized representation and then, in a second step,
computes the orthogonal layout of the mixed-hierarchical graph G.
The computation of the mixed-upward planarized representation
is the more interesting part of the layout algorithm. The second
step performing the computation of the orthogonal layout is more
tedious due to complex implementational details, and we therefore
give more room to the first part. The computation of the mixed-
upward planarized representation is sketched in the algorithm Topo-
logical Embed, see Algorithm 1.
The algorithm Topological Embed performs three main tasks.
First, the graph G is preprocessed in order to transform it into a
mixed-hierarchical graph G′ that meets our requirements for the
drawing model. This step is described in detail in Section 3.2. In
Algorithm 1: Topological Embed
Input : Mixed-Hierarchical Graph G = (V,A,E)
Output : Mixed Upward Embedding Γ of G
Preprocess G resulting in graph G′;
for every hierarchy H = (VH ,AH) do
Compute an upward planarized representation PH of H;
Construct st-graph PstH from PH ;
Add all remaining associations between vertices of VH to
PstH , constructing the final upward planarized representa-
tion of H;
end
Compute a cluster planarized representation Γ of G′ using PstH
for every hierarchy H, guaranteeing that the cluster planarized
representation induces an upward planarized representation
for every hierarchy;
Remove all dummy edges from the planarized representation
Γ of G′;
return Γ;
the second and third main steps of Topological Embed, a mixed-
upward planarized representation of G′ is computed. Apart from
the minimization of the edge crossings, this computation must meet
two requirements: The hierarchies need to be directed in uniform
direction and nesting of hierarchies is not allowed. Thus GoVisual
subdivides the planarization of the graph G′ into two steps. First,
GoVisual computes for every hierarchy an upward planarized em-
bedding to ensure a uniform direction. Second, the graph is clus-
tered, gathering every hierarchy in its own cluster, in order to en-
sure that there will be no nesting of hierarchies in the subsequent
planarization step. Each of the two steps is described in detail in
Sections 3.3 and 3.4.
3.2 Preprocessing
The drawing model presented at the beginning of this section alters
the graph that has to be drawn. We can easily find an example,
where its application leads to a crossing although the embedding
of the graph is mixed-upward planar (see Figure 9(a)). This means
that the mixed-upward planarized representation produced in the
planarization step does not define the number of crossings in the




















Figure 9: Drawbacks of the drawing model for generalizations and
the modifications made in the preprocessing step. Red edges indi-
cate generalizations, and blue edges associations.
Therefore, we also alter the graph accordingly in a preprocess-
ing step such that the number of crossing vertices in the planarized
representation is in fact the number of crossings in the final draw-
ing (compare Figure 9(b)). For each vertex v in a class hierarchy
with at least 2 children w1, . . . ,wk, we introduce a new vertex dv
representing the point where the edges from the children to v are
joined. Each edge (wi,v) is replaced by a new edge (wi,dv), and a
new edge (dv,v) is added. We call the inserted vertices dv general-
ization mergers and the graph resulting from the preprocessing step
G′ = (V ′,A′,E).
3.3 Upward Planarization
Upward planarization is performed by Topological Embed on every
hierarchy to ensure a uniform direction for this hierarchy. Each
hierarchy H = (VH ,AH) of G represents a directed graph. In order
to compute an upward planarized representation PH of H, several
techniques can be applied.
If H has only a single sink (base class), the upward planarity
test for directed acyclic graphs by [Bertolazzi et al. 1998] can be
applied. If H is upward planar, the algorithm also computes an
upward planar embedding of H in time O(|VH |). In this case, no
crossings are necessary at all. A straightforward extension of the
test for graphs with several sinks is to introduce a super-sink t and
to add arcs from all sinks of H to t. This is equivalent to demand
that all sinks must be on the exterior face, which makes sense for
UML class diagrams. On the other hand, the general problem of
upward planarity testing is NP-complete (see [Garg and Tamassia
1995]). Figure 10 shows a hierarchy H represented by solid red
edges. The hierarchy H has a single sink and is obviously upward










Figure 10: The hierarchy H is shown by red edges, associations
between nodes of VH shown as dashed blue lines. Associations
between VH and V \VH are shown as dotted black lines. H and PH
are identical.
If the upward planarity test fails, techniques have to be ap-
plied that replace edge crossings with dummy vertices. Possi-
ble approaches are to adapt the crossing minimization step of the
Sugiyama algorithm [Sugiyama et al. 1981; Eades and Kelly 1986;
Gansner et al. 1993; Ju¨nger and Mutzel 1996], or to use the tech-
nique described in [Eiglsperger and Kaufmann 2001].
Since every upward planar embedding is a subgraph of a pla-
nar st-digraph, we can augment the resulting upward planarized
representation PH to a planar st-digraph P
st
H . Finally, we reinsert
the remaining associations between vertices in VH using a standard
technique as described in [Battista et al. 1999] or the SPQR-tree
based optimal algorithm in [Gutwenger et al. 2001].
Figure 11 shows PstH for the example of Figure 10. The st-graph
PstH is presented by blue and solid green edges. The green edges are
the original edges from H. To construct the st-graph we use either
existing associations between nodes of VH shown as dashed blue
lines or add extra edges shown as dotted blue lines. Here we use
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Figure 11: PstH for the example of Figure 10. P
st
H is shown by green
and blue edges.
”Edge”, and add an extra edge between ”Element” and ”Graph”.
Until the computation of the mixed upward planar embedding is
finished, the association (”Node”,”Edge”) is considered to be di-
rected.
3.4 Computation of Cluster Planarized Representa-
tions
In order to avoid nesting of hierarchies, we place each hierarchy
into a cluster and apply the cluster planarization algorithm. By the
previous step described in Section 3.3 every cluster is already pla-








Figure 12: PstH induces a cluster.
For each cluster, we compute the planar embedding of the cor-
responding PstH and construct the wheel graph which represents all
possible permutations of the vertices on the exterior face of a clus-
ter (see [Feng et al. 1995]). We make sure that this wheel graph
corresponds to an upward planar embedding of PstH . These wheel
graphs are connected with the remaining edges between vertices of
different clusters, and a planar subgraph of the resulting graph is
computed which contains all edges in the wheel graphs and a set
F of edges connecting vertices in different clusters. Since it is es-
sential to have all wheel graph edges in the planar subgraph, we
cannot apply the PQ-based algorithm (see [Ju¨nger et al. 1998]). In-
stead, we use the algorithm based on iterative planarity testing. In
the next step, we construct a cluster planar embedding of the graph
consisting of all the graphs Ci and the edges in F .
Finally, we re-insert the edges between vertices in different clus-
ters that are not contained in F . This can be done as described
in [Di Battista et al. 2002]. The resulting cluster planarized graph
has been constructed such that all hierarchies are embedded upward
planarized and nesting of hierarchies is avoided. It remains to re-
move the dummy edges that do not correspond to associations and
generalizations which have been introduced to construct st-graphs
of the upward planarized hierarchies.
3.5 The Orthogonal Drawing Step
For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to single-inheritance hierar-
chies. We apply the topology-shape-metrics approach as proposed
in [Tamassia et al. 1988]. The previous steps described in Sec-
tions 3.1–3.4 give us the topology of the drawing, i.e., an embedded
mixed-upward planarized representation Γ of graph G′. Since each
hierarchy is a tree, no two generalizations cross and all the general-
izations from a super class v to its children w1, . . . ,wk can be drawn
with at most two bends as shown in Figure 7.
The shape of the drawing is determined as follows. First, Γ is
transformed into a 4-graph Γ′ by replacing each high-degree vertex
v with a face fv (that we call a cage) such that deg(v) = deg( fv)
as described in [Klau and Mutzel 1998] (see also Figure 13). Then
we apply the bend-minimization algorithm of Tamassia [Tamassia
1987] as described in [Klau and Mutzel 1998] or the Giotto algo-
rithm as described in [Tamassia et al. 1988] with certain degree and
bend constraints. These constraints guarantee that generalizations
are always drawn as in the model described at the beginning of this
section and that cages have rectangular shape.
v
fv
Figure 13: Transformation of high-degree vertices.
The compaction phase computes the metrics of the drawing,
i.e., the final coordinates. Constructive flow-based compaction (see
[Klau et al. 2001]) is used to get a first drawing of the expanded
graph Γ′. In this step, we have to make sure that each cage is large
enough so that the real vertex can be placed into it. Then, Γ′ is re-
transformed into Γ by placing each high-degree vertex into its cage
and routing the adjacent edges in an orthogonal fashion within the
cage, see Figure 14. Finally, flow-based improvement compaction
is applied in order to reduce the size of the drawing and to remove
unnecessary bends introduced during the edge routing step.
Figure 14: Placement of high-degree vertices and routing of adja-
cent edges.
4 The Software
The orthogonal UML layout algorithm presented in this chapter
is integrated into a large framework of layout algorithms and data
structures for the automatic layout of diagrams, called GoVisual®.
GoVisual is an object-oriented C++ class library.
The GoVisual C++ class library is an independent library based
on its own fast and efficient data structures and combinatorial algo-
rithms. It currently provides the layout and labelling styles as listed
below. All layout styles provide a set of drawing and optimization
algorithms that can be combined to a layout algorithm that provides
the best results for the user within the chosen style. Furthermore a
variant of parameters can be manipulated within each style.
• Orthogonal Layout for UML Class Diagrams as described in
this paper.
• Orthogonal Cluster Layout providing an orthogonal layout for
cluster graphs that focuses on the crossing minimization be-
tween edges and the minimization of the number of bends of
the edges (see e.g. [Di Battista et al. 2002]).
• Orthogonal Layout having a focus on the minimization of
crossings between edges and the minimization of the number
of bends of the edges.
• Tree Layout for the visualization of non-circular structures.
• Hierarchical Layout visualizing data that is meant to reflect
the existence of a prioritised ranking system within the differ-
ent elements.
• Symmetric Layout for displaying hidden symmetries within a
diagram.
• Circular Layout for network visualization.
• Advanced Labelling offering a method to automatically place
labels of edges, respecting the size and the type of the labels
as well as the desired position at the edge and maximizing the
overlap free area.
• Labelling placing labels of connectors either at one of the two
ends of the connector or at its midpoint.




The GoVisual API enables the user to access the layout algorithms
within a C++, Java (using Java Native Interface JNI) or Microsoft
.NET environment and to integrate them into their own applica-
tions. To access a layout algorithm, the user only needs to create a
data structure that contains information on the relationships of the
diagram. After successfully applying a layout algorithm, the layout
information of the diagram is stored in the data structure.
The Software is currently available for the platforms Windows
95, 98, ME, NT, 2000, XP. Versions for Unix and Linux systems
are in preparation.
4.2 GoVisual Plug-Ins
GoVisual is also available as Plug-In for Borland® Together® Con-
trolCenter™, Gentleware Poseidon for UML, and Microsoft® Vi-
sio® 2000/2002. Both the ControlCenter and Poseidon are model-
driven development tools for object oriented software projects.
After installation of a GoVisual Plug-In, a new GoVisual menu
entry appears within the application that allows to apply an appro-
priate layout algorithm for laying out the current diagram. As in the
GoVisual API, the user is able to combine drawing and optimization
algorithms in order to achieve the best results. We decided to use
sliders that allow to choose between different optimization goals
since users tend to ignore complex explanations on advantages and
drawbacks on the different methods.
Figure 15 shows the layout menu as well as the options menu
with a typical user friendly slide bar to choose between different
optimization algorithms.
Figure 15: GoVisual within Borland Together ControlCenter.
5 Examples
This section shows different UML diagrams that have been laid out
using GoVisual. Each layout has been computed within less than a





































Figure 16: GoVisual UML Layout of the example shown in Fig-
ure 5.
Figure 16 gives a GoVisual layout of the diagram that was pre-
sented in Figure 5 to demonstrate the state of the art layout by
[Seemann 1997]. The GoVisual layout contains no crossings at all
(compared to 59 crossings in Figure 5) and seven bends in associa-
tions (compared to 46 bends in associations in Figure 5).
Figure 17 gives a GoVisual Layout of a UML class diagram that
we already showed in Figures 2, 4(a), and 4(b). While it was impos-










































































































































































































































































































Figure 17: GoVisual UML Layout of the example shown in Figure 2, 4(a), and 4(b).
by the diagram in any of the industrial layouts, it becomes immedi-
ately clear by the GoVisual layout. The human reader immediately
recognizes three inheritance hierarchies and the understanding of
the interactions between these hierarchies is supported by just one
crossing.
Figure 18: GoVisual UML Layout of the example shown in Fig-
ure 3.
Figure 18 shows a complex software project with eight inheri-
tance hierarchies. It is the same diagram that was already given in
Figure 3. As in the previous example, the structure of the software
project presented by the diagram becomes clear immediately while
this does not hold for the industrial layout. Moreover, this mixed-
hierarchical layout was drawn by GoVisual without any crossings.
Both examples in Figures 17 and 18 have been drawn with the
GoVisual Plug-In for Microsoft Visio. Figure 18 shows the example
displayed within the Visio environment.
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